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Abstract
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Purpose

The HPE Primera OS update 4.2.5 provides critical Operating System and User Interface quality and security improvements.

Guidance

This is a critical update.

Prerequisites

• The minimum HPE Primera OS version required to install this update is 4.2.1.

• Install all updates in the same sequence as they are released unless instructed otherwise.

• Install the latest Upgrade Tool before installing this update, if not connected to HPE InfoSight.

Update details

Patch Description:
    Update ID: 5
    Synopsis: Provides critical OS and UI quality and security improvements
    Date: March 08, 2021, 17:44:21 PST
    Description: See the Release Notes for details
    Affected Packages: tpd-admck, tpd-cli, tpd-console, tpd-darsvr, tpd-
devtools, hpsp-rsvs, tpd-iostack-patch, tpd-libauth, tpd-libcli, tpd-libcomm, 
tpd-libtextconv, tpd-libtpdtcl, tpd-mgmt, tpd-netc, tpd-pm, tpd-qw, tpd-
sysmgr, tpd-update, tpd-vasa, tpd-wsapi, tpd-enclmgmt, tpd-basesecuritypatch
    Obsoletes: None
    Requires: OS-4.2,PK-4.2.1
    Build Version: 4.2.5.9
    Notes: 

Updates Included in This Release
HPE Primera OS Update 4.2.5 includes the following updates.

NOTE: To learn more about each update, use the links provided to access the individual update release notes.

Update Description Obsoletes

HPE Primera OS Update 4.2.3
Provides operating system updates. None.

What's New in Update 4.2.5
Features for HPE Primera OS 4.2.5 includes improved enforcement for NVMe configurations.

Modifications
HPE Primera OS update 4.2.5 addresses the following issues:
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Issue ID: 304489, C24604

Issue summary: Unable to import certificates exceeding 4095 bytes.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: Importing certificates exceeding 4095 bytes is unsuccessful.

Symptoms: Entering a certificate longer than 4095 bytes using the setauthparam CLI command is unsuccessful, with
the following message.

Parse error for int CA 0: Unable to read intca X509 into memory for parsing.

Conditions of occurrence: Importing certificates using the setauthparam CLI command.

Impact: Low

Customer circumvention: Avoid using certificates longer than 4095 bytes.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 309281, C25553

Issue summary: Quorom Witness is not reachable or not stable.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2.2

Issue description: Quorom Witness is not reachable and not stable.

Symptoms: Quorum server is unreachable.

An alert such as the following indicates the Quorum Witness is unreachable.

Quorum is not started, automatic failover is not operational on target DRDC-
PRIMERA.

Conditions of occurrence: Using Quorum Witness.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.
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Issue ID: 313158, C25281

Issue summary: Unable to send diagnostic files to HPE.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: The account used by HPE support is unable to send diagnostic files to HPE.

Symptoms: Unable to send diagnostic files to HPE.

Conditions of occurrence: Attempting to send diagnostic files to HPE.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 314534, C23507

Issue summary: Incorrect space usage is reported for compressed volumes.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: Volume space usage statistics for a compressed volume are processed incorrectly when a controller
node unexpectedly restarts. This causes the used space shown in the showvv CLI command output to appear higher than
it actually is, eventually becoming the same as the reserved space. If the reported used space becomes sufficiently
inaccurate, volume defragmentation and free space recovery may not occur.

Symptoms: Usr_Used_MB and Usr_Rsvd_MB values are the same in the showvv CLI command output for a compressed
volume.

Conditions of occurrence: A controller node unexpectedly restarts, and compressed volumes are in use.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.
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Issue ID: 321213, C25580

Issue summary: Compression garbage collection is inefficient

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: Compression garbage collection is ineffecient, resulting in unreclaimed space. Unexpected controller
node restarts may occur due to internal threads taking a longer time to process garbage collection.

Symptoms: Compression garbage collection not able to free up space though there is lot of space to be freed and may
cause unexpected controller node restarts.

Conditions of occurrence: Presence of compression or DECO volumes

Impact: Low

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 321807, C25790

Issue summary: Disabling WSAPI https port 443 from the HPE SSMC will also disable the HPE Primera UI.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: SSMC can disable https on WSAPI through the setwsapi -https disable CLI command. This
also disables the HPE Primera UI.

Symptoms: HPE Primera UI is disabled.

Conditions of occurrence: The WSAPI http port is enabled and then disabled.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: Do not disable the WSAPI https port.

Customer recovery steps: From SSMC, re-enable the WSAPI https port.
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Issue ID: 322523, C25846

Issue summary: The tunesys CLI command stops responding in the analysis phase.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: The tunesys CLI command stops responding in the analysis phase. No error message or warning is
provided.

Symptoms: A virtual volume may revert back to its original size after executing the CLI command tunesys.

Conditions of occurrence: Importing a virtual volume with a size which does not align with a multiple of 32M.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: Avoid running the tunesys CLI command on a virtual volume with a size which does not align
with a multiple of 32M.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 322596, C24569

Issue summary: SSH host key lengths need improvement.

Platforms affected: All StoreServ

Affected software versions: 4.0, 4.1, 4.2

Issue description: SSH host key lengths need improvement.

Symptoms: Security scanners detect issues with digital signatures.

Conditions of occurrence: Scanner is run against the storage system.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Post installation instructions: Run controlsecurity ssh-keys generate to generate the new, longer SSH
host key.
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Issue ID: 322816

Issue summary: Host I/O stalls, and the storage system is unresponsive to management commands.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.2.1 - 4.2.2

Issue description: Host I/O stalls, and the storage system is unresponsive to management commands.

Symptoms: Host I/O stalls, and the storage system is unresponsive to management commands.

HPE Primera CLI is unresponsive.

System Manager becomes sluggish.

Conditions of occurrence: Storage system configured with Remote Copy and hosts connected to iSCSI ports.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: Reboot the storage system, exercising caution to ensure no host operations are further
disrupted.

Issue ID: 323005, C25348

Issue summary: Stalled host I/O operations, and the storage system is unresponsive to management commands.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.0.1 - 4.2.2

Issue description: A deadlock in the iSCSI driver causes a System Manager stall, and the storage system becomes
unresponsive to management commands.

Symptoms: Management commands are unresponsive.

System Manager becomes unresponsive.

Host I/O stalls.

Conditions of occurrence: The storage system has iSCSI hosts connected.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.
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Issue ID: 323009, C25356

Issue summary: Unexpected restarts of the HPE Primera I/O process may occur during removal and addition of iSCSI
connections.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.0.1 - 4.2.2

Issue description: Inconsistent internal structures may lead to unexpected restarts of the HPE Primera I/O process during
removal and addition of iSCSI connections.

Symptoms: Unexpected restarts of the HPE Primera I/O process during removal and addition of iSCSI connections.

Conditions of occurrence: Successive login/logout activity of iSCSI hosts.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 323015, C24932

Issue summary: The monitoring subsystem can intermittently receive an incorrect status from the Power Supply. The
incorrect status is alerted and then immediately marked as fixed.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: A temporary incorrect status results in a false positive alert generated for a Power Supply.

Symptoms: Temporary (less than 1 second) alert status for Power Supply.

Conditions of occurrence: Normal operation.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.
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Issue ID: 323571, C25757

Issue summary: Slow performance between System Manager and the cachesvr process during Common Provisioning
Group (CPG) updates.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: System Manager updates information in the cachesvr process to execute show CLI commands. Time
to make updates to large CPGs can be extended.  This can lead to slow System Manager performance when performing
operations that affect CPGs, such as growing a virtual volume.

Symptoms: Slow System Manager performance when operations change a CPG.

Conditions of occurrence: The storage system has CPGs with several TB of used space, and multiple operations change
the CPG.

Impact: Low

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 324115, C25475

Issue summary: Internal system volumes are created with magazine availability instead of cage availability.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: The admithw command uses magazine availability instead of cage availability for preserved data LDs.
The number of cages per controller node is not computed correctly. The srdata and mgmtdata internal system volumes are
created with magazine availability instead of cage availability.

Symptoms: admithw produces the message, System has fewer than 4 cages per node-pair;
using -ha mag for preserved data LDs.

Conditions of occurrence: Initial system setup.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.
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Issue ID: 324462, C25508

Issue summary: Host I/O operations stall and checkhealth CLI command output shows one or more controller nodes
have stuck ioctls.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: Controller node internal processing stalls due to mishandling of internal resource sharing.

Symptoms: Host I/O operations stall and checkhealth output shows one or more controller nodes have stuck ioctls, as
in the following example.

Component ---------------Summary Description--------------- Qty
Node      Stuck ioctls                                        1
---------------------------------------------------------------
          5 total                                             1

Component -Identifier- --Detailed Description--
Node      1            Node has 2 stuck ioctls

Conditions of occurrence: Normal operation.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 325294, C23507

Issue summary: Unused space in a virtual volume family.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: During normal operation of DECO virtual volumes, space used for data storage may become stranded
because the HPE Primera OS garbage collection algorithm has a defect that causes it to never locate the stranded space.

Symptoms: The amount of space available to store user data on the array decreases over time. As a result, DECO, Thin, or
Snapshot volumes run out of space.

Conditions of occurrence: DECO base virtual volumes larger than 512GB in size. Or, snapshot space in a DECO virtual
volume family has grown beyond 512GB in size.

Impact: High

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.
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Issue ID: 325497, C25623

Issue summary: A checksum alert appears in the user interface after an HPE Primera OS upgrade followed by an HPE
Primera OS revert.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: A checksum alert appears in the user interface, after an unexpected reboot during an update.

Symptoms: A checksum alert such as the following appears in the user interface after a HPE Primera OS upgrade and
revert.

The check for valid files on the internal drive of Node 1 found the following
invalid files: /etc/init.d/tpdinit

Conditions of occurrence: An HPE Primera OS update is followed by a revert of the HPE Primera OS.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 327089, C25906

Issue summary: The HPE Primera UI is inaccessible.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: The HPE Primera UI is inaccessible due to unclosed I/O process connections between controller nodes.
The system is up and running, but loses access to the UI.

Symptoms: The HPE Primera UI is inaccessible.

Conditions of occurrence: Connections to the I/O process reach the 500 client limit.

Impact: Low

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

User Interface Modifications
The HPE Primera OS 4.2.5 update addresses the following issues:
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Issue ID: 322691, C25873

Issue summary: An online HPE Primera OS update does not complete, and the storage system remains in maintenance
mode.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: An online HPE Primera OS update does not complete, and the storage system remains in maintenance
mode.

Symptoms: A yellow banner appears indicating that the system is in Maintenance Mode. The update operation does not
make any progress.

Conditions of occurrence: The storage system is in Time-based One-Time Passwords (TOTP) authentication mode. While
an update operation is in progress, the password for the hpesupport user expires.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: Avoid using the hpesupport user that has TOTP authentication to perform online updates.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Issue ID: 323017, C25982

Issue summary: checkhealth output shows incorrect information.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.2.2

Issue description: A healthcheck from the HPE SSMC after the HPE Primera OS update shows that the installed version is
4.2.1, displays the wrong hour, and is missing component information.

Symptoms: The checkhealth response is missing component information, the installed version is incorrect, and the
hour is wrong.

A java exception may be displayed.

Conditions of occurrence: Running checkhealth after updating to HPE Primera OS version 4.2.2.

Impact: Low

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.
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Issue ID: 323021

Issue summary: Update package upload operations do not succeed. The load an update package operation is
abruptly terminated.

Platforms affected: All HPE Primera 600 Series

Affected software versions: 4.0 - 4.2

Issue description: The operation to load an update package may not complete if the connection between the client
browser and management console is severed while the operation is in progress. Subsequent users requests to Load an
update package will not succeed, with a message indicating that another update operation is in progress.

Symptoms: The System > Software > Load an Update Package page shows the error Another package load
operation is in progress.

Conditions of occurrence: A previous package load operation was attempted, but did not succeed due to a connection
terminating when the operation was being processed. The previous operation produces a message indicating that The
connection to the server has been lost. You may also see an error Oops, file upload
failed without providing a reason. Check for a firewall thay may prevent file
upload or network problems.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: Restart the management console with the stopwsapi and startwsapi CLI commands.

Issue ID: 323152, C25516

Issue summary: The storage system cannot be reached with Remote Access.

Platforms affected: HPE Primera 630, 650, 670 series

Affected software versions: 4.2

Issue description: The storage system cannot be reached with Remote Access. The following error appears.

Cannot perform operation because the persistent repository is read only.

Symptoms: A Cannot perform operation because the persistent repository is read
only message appears appears when you try to access the storage system.

Conditions of occurrence: Trying to access the storage system with Remote Access.

Impact: Medium

Customer circumvention: None.

Customer recovery steps: None.

Security Enhancements
HPE Primera OS update 4.2.5 includes the following security enhancements:

bind9 (1:9.10.3.dfsg.P4-12.3+deb9u7) stretch-security; urgency=medium
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  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2020-8622
    Crafted responses to TSIG-signed requests could lead to an assertion
    failure, causing the server to exit. This could be done by malicious
    server operators or guessing attackers.
  * CVE-2020-8623
    An assertions failure, causing the server to exit, can be exploited by
    a query for an RSA signed zone.
    
bluez (5.43-2+deb9u3) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the Security Team.
  * CVE-2020-27153: Prevent a double-free vulnerability during service
    discovery.
    
curl (7.52.1-5+deb9u13) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2020-8284
    malicious server can use the FTP PASV response to trick curl into
    connecting back to a given IP address and port, and this way potentially
    make curl extract information about services that are otherwise private and
    not disclosed, for example doing port scanning and service banner
    extractions (Closes: #977163)
  * CVE-2020-8285
    curl is vulnerable to uncontrolled recursion due to a stack overflow issue
    in FTP wildcard match parsing (Closes: #977162)
  * CVE-2020-8286
    curl is vulnerable to an improper check for certificate revocation due to
    insufficient verification of the OCSP response (Closes: #977161)

e2fsprogs (1.43.4-2+deb9u2) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2019-5188
    A specially crafted ext4 directory can cause an out-of-bounds write
    on the stack, resulting in code execution. An attacker can corrupt a
    partition to trigger this vulnerability.
  * If directory has been deleted in pass1[bcd] processing, then we
    shouldn't try to rehash the directory in pass 3a when we try to
    rehash/reoptimize directories.
    
freetype (2.6.3-3.2+deb9u2) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2020-15999
    Fix heap buffer overflow.

inetutils (2:1.9.4-2+deb9u1) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS team.
  * CVE-2020-10188: Arbitrary remote code execution in telnetd via
    short writes or urgent data.

libvirt (3.0.0-4+deb9u5) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * Fix CVE-2020-25637: double free in qemuAgentGetInterfaces() in
    qemu_agent.c

linux (4.9.246-2) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * [arm64] Fix FTBFS after Xen netback fix:
    - arm64: Remove redundant mov from LL/SC cmpxchg
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    - arm64: Avoid redundant type conversions in xchg() and cmpxchg()
    - arm64: cmpxchg: Use "K" instead of "L" for ll/sc immediate constraint
    - arm64: Use correct ll/sc atomic constraints
    
libjpeg-turbo (1:1.5.1-2+deb9u1) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS team.
  * CVE-2018-1152: Denial of service vulnerability caused by a
    divide by zero when processing a crafted BMP image in TJBench.
  * CVE-2018-14498: Denial of service (heap-based buffer
    over-read and application crash) via a crafted 8-bit BMP
    in which one or more of the color indices is out of range
    for the number of palette entries.
  * CVE-2020-13790: Heap-based buffer over-read via a malformed
    PPM input file.
  * CVE-2020-14152: jpeg_mem_available() does not honor the
    max_memory_to_use setting, possibly causing excessive
    memory consumption.

libx11 (2:1.6.4-3+deb9u3) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Fix a regression introduced by the CVE-2020-14344 fixes which prevented
    some input clients from connecting to the server.
  * CVE-2020-14363: integer overflow in init_om which could lead to a double
    free.

libxml2 (2.9.4+dfsg1-2.2+deb9u3) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS team.
  * Fix CVE-2017-8872:
    Global buffer-overflow in the htmlParseTryOrFinish function.
  * Fix CVE-2019-20388:
    A memory leak was found in the xmlSchemaValidateStream function of libxml2.
    Applications that use this library may be vulnerable to memory not being
    freed leading to a denial of service.
  * Fix CVE-2020-24977:
    Out-of-bounds read restricted to xmllint --htmlout.
  * Fix CVE-2020-7595:
    Infinite loop in xmlStringLenDecodeEntities can cause a denial of service.
  * Fix CVE-2017-18258:
    The xz_head function in libxml2 allows remote attackers to cause a denial
    of service (memory consumption) via a crafted LZMA file, because the
    decoder functionality does not restrict memory usage to what is required
    for a legitimate file.
  * Fix CVE-2018-14404:
    A NULL pointer dereference vulnerability exists in the
    xpath.c:xmlXPathCompOpEval() function of libxml2 when parsing an invalid
    XPath expression in the XPATH_OP_AND or XPATH_OP_OR case. Applications
    processing untrusted XSL format inputs may be vulnerable to a denial of
    service attack.
  * Fix CVE-2018-14567:
    If --with-lzma is used, allows remote attackers to cause a denial of
    service (infinite loop) via a crafted XML file.
  * Fix CVE-2019-19956:
    The xmlParseBalancedChunkMemoryRecover has a memory leak related to
    newDoc->oldNs.

libsndfile (1.0.27-3+deb9u1) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2019-3832
    heap read overflow in wav_write_header due to incomplete
    fix for CVE-2018-19758.
  * CVE-2018-19758
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    heap read overflow in wav_write_header
  * CVE-2018-19662, CVE-2018-19661, CVE-2017-14246, CVE-2017-14245
    multiple buffer overflows in a/ulaw functions.
  * CVE-2017-14634
    fix for division by zero errors
  * CVE-2017-6892
    An error in the "aiff_read_chanmap()" function could be exploited
    to cause an out-of-bounds read memory access via a specially
    crafted AIFF file.
    
nss (2:3.26.2-1.1+deb9u2) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS team.
  * CVE-2018-12404: Cache side-channel variant of the
    Bleichenbacher attack.
  * CVE-2018-18508: NULL pointer dereference in several CMS functions
    resulting in a denial of service.
  * CVE-2019-11719: Out-of-bounds read when importing curve25519
    private key.
  * CVE-2019-11729: Empty or malformed p256-ECDH public keys may
    trigger a segmentation fault.
  * CVE-2019-11745: Out-of-bounds write when encrypting with
    a block cipher.
  * CVE-2019-17006: Some cryptographic primitives did not check the
    length of the input text, potentially resulting in overflows.
  * CVE-2019-17007: Handling of Netscape Certificate Sequences
    may crash with a NULL deref leading to a denial of service.
  * CVE-2020-12399: Force a fixed length for DSA exponentiation.
  * CVE-2020-6829, CVE-2020-12400: Side channel attack on ECDSA
    signature generation.
  * CVE-2020-12401: ECDSA timing attack mitigation bypass.
  * CVE-2020-12402: Side channel vulnerabilities during
    RSA key generation.
  * CVE-2020-12403: CHACHA20-POLY1305 decryption with undersized tag
    leads to out-of-bounds read.

openssl (1.1.0l-1~deb9u2) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS team.
  * CVE-2020-1971: EDIPARTYNAME NULL pointer de-reference.
  

openssh (1:7.9p1-10) unstable; urgency=medium

  * CVE-2018-15473 (C24568)
  * Temporarily revert IPQoS defaults to pre-7.8 values until issues with
    "iptables -m tos" and VMware have been fixed (closes: #923879, #926229;
    LP: #1822370).
    

python2.7 (2.7.13-2+deb9u4) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2019-20907
    fix for an infinite loop when opening a crafted tar file
  * CVE-2019-16056
    Fix incorrect parsing of email addresses with multiple '@' characters.
  * CVE-2019-10160
    Fixes regression in fix for CVE-2019-9636
  * CVE-2019-9948
    Stop urllib exposing the local_file schema (file://).
  * CVE-2019-9740, CVE-2019-9947
    Disallow control chars in http URLS in urllib2.urlopen.
  * CVE-2019-9636
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    Fix mishandling of NFKC normalization in urlsplit
  * CVE-2019-5010
    Fix NULL pointer dereference when using a specially crafted
    X509 certificate
  * CVE-2018-20852
    Cookie handling could be tricked to steal cookies for other domains.
    
python3.5 (3.5.3-1+deb9u3) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.

  [ Thorsten Alteholz ]
  * CVE-2019-20907: In Lib/tarfile.py, an attacker is able to craft a TAR
    archive leading to an infinite loop when opened by tarfile.open, because
    _proc_pax lacks header validation
  * CVE-2020-26116: http.client allows CRLF injection if the attacker controls
    the HTTP request method

  [ Roberto C. S<C3><A1>nchez ]
  * Update expired SSL certificates in unit test suite.

qemu (1:2.8+dfsg-6+deb9u12) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2020-27617
    Using a crafted network packet, a guest OS user might trigger an
    assertion failure and thus crash qemu.
  * CVE-2020-25723
    An assertion failure might happen after not handling
    the result of 'usb_packet_map'.
  * CVE-2020-25625
    Handling of retired OHCI transfer descriptors(TD), might result
    in an infinite loop if the TD was already processed and holds
    an error code.
  * CVE-2020-25624
    Handling of OHCI transfer descriptors(TD), might result in
    out-of-bounds access issues, when trusting values supplied
    by host controller drivers without additional checks.
  * CVE-2020-25085
    Doing multi block SDMA with transfer block size exceeding the
    fifo buffer size might result in an OOB access issue, which
    can be triggered by a guest user and crash qemu.

spice (0.12.8-2.1+deb9u4) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * Add patch to fix multiple buffer overflow vulnerabilities.
    (Fixes: CVE-2020-14355) (Closes: #971750)
    
    
sqlite3 (3.16.2-5+deb9u3) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS Team.
  * CVE-2019-20218: The previous fix for CVE-2019-20218 was incomplete; an
    additional change has been made to complete the fix
    
    
tzdata (2020e-0+deb9u1) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * New upstream version, affecting the following timestamp:
    - Volgograd switched to Moscow time on 2020-12-27 at 02:00.

cairo (1.14.8-1+deb9u1) stretch-security; urgency=high

  * Non-maintainer upload by the LTS team.
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  * Add patch to fix mask usage in image-compositor.
    (Fixes: CVE-2020-35492)

tzdata (2021a-0+deb9u1) stretch-security; urgency=medium

  * New upstream version, affecting the following timestamp:
    - South Sudan changes from +03 to +02 on 2021-02-01.

Affected components

Component Version

CLI Server 4.2.5.9

CLI Client 4.2.5.9

System Manager 4.2.5.9

IO Stack Patch 4.2.5.9

WSAPI Server 4.2.5.9

Console Menu 4.2.5.9

Network Controller 4.2.5.9

Process Monitor 4.2.5.9

Software Updater 4.2.5.9

VV Check Tools 4.2.5.9

SSH 7.9p1-10

NOTE: Applying an HPE Primera OS patch can cause a restart of the affected OS components. This restart is an expected
behavior, which will generate events and alerts. The system continues to serve data, but existing CLI or SSMC sessions could
be interrupted.

Verification
The installation of Update 4.2.5 can be verified from an interactive CLI session. Issue the CLI command showversion -
a -b to verify that Update 4.2.5 is listed:
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$ showversion -a -b
Release version 4.2.5.9

Component Name                   Version                         
CLI Server                       4.2.5.9                         
CLI Client                       4.2.5.9                         
System Manager                   4.2.5.9                         
Kernel                           4.2.0.47                        
IO Stack                         4.2.1.6                         
IO Stack Patch                   4.2.5.9                         
Drive Firmware                   4.2.0.59                        
Enclosure Firmware               4.2.0.59                        
Upgrade Tool                     33 (210216)                     
CIM Server                       4.2.2.10                        
WSAPI Server                     4.2.5.9                         
Console Menu                     4.2.5.9                         
Event Manager                    4.2.0.59                        
Internal Test Tools              4.2.0.59                        
LD Check Tools                   4.2.0.59                        
Network Controller               4.2.5.9                         
PD Scrubber                      4.2.0.59                        
Per-Node Server                  4.2.0.59                        
Persistent Repository            4.2.0.59                        
Powerfail Tools                  4.2.0.59                        
Preserved Data Tools             4.2.0.59                        
Process Monitor                  4.2.5.9                         
Software Updater                 4.2.5.9                         
TOC Server                       4.2.2.10                        
VV Check Tools                   4.2.5.9                         
SNMP Agent                       1.14.0                          
SSH                              7.9p1-10                        
VASA Provider                    4.0.8.1                         
UI                               1.1.3.371                       
Remote Support Agent             1.9.3                           
Real Time Scrubber               1.1.1                           
Legacy FW Database               4.2.0.59                        
Legacy Drive FW                  4.2.0.59                        
Emulex Drive FW                  4.2.0.59                        
Legacy HGST Drive FW             4.2.0.59                        
Samsung FIPS Drive FW            4.2.0.59                        
Samsung nonFIPS FW               4.2.0.59                        
Seagate FIPS Drive FW            4.2.0.59                        
Seagate nonFIPS FW               4.2.0.59                        
WDC FIPS 10K Drive FW            4.2.0.59                        
WDC FIPS 15K Drive FW            4.2.0.59                        
WDC FIPS SSD FW                  4.2.0.59                        
WDC nonFIPS 10K FW               4.2.0.59                        
WDC nonFIPS 15K FW               4.2.0.59                        
WDC nonFIPS 7.2K FW              4.2.0.59                        
WDC nonFIPS SSD FW               4.2.0.59                        
Intel SCM FW                     4.2.0.59                        
UEFI BIOS                        06.01.18                        
MCU Firmware (OKI)               4.9.20                          
MCU Firmware (STM)               5.9.01                          
MCU Firmware (STM7)              7.1.21                          
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Cage Firmware (DCN2)             4082                            
Cage Firmware (DCN5)             0300                            
Cage Firmware (DCS5)             3.10                            
Cage Firmware (DCS6)             3.10                            
Cage Firmware (DCS7)             4082                            
Cage Firmware (DCS8)             4082                            
Cage Firmware (DCS9)             3.10                            
Cage Firmware (DCS10)            3.10                            
Cage Firmware (DCS11)            0300                            
Cage Firmware (DCS12)            0300                            
QLogic QLE8242 CNA Firmware      04.15.27                        
QLogic HPE41004 iSCSI Firmware   8.50.9.0                        
QLogic 260x HBA FC Firmware      174.03.70                       
QLogic 27xx/268x HBA FC Firmware 174.03.70                       
Emulex LP11002 HBA Firmware      02.82.x10                       
Emulex LPe12002 HBA Firmware     02.10.x08                       
Emulex LPe12004 HBA Firmware     02.10.x08                       
Emulex LPe16002 HBA Firmware     12.2.396.1                      
Emulex LPe16004 HBA Firmware     12.2.396.1                      
Emulex LPe32002 HBA Firmware     12.2.396.1                      
Emulex LPe32004 HBA Firmware     12.2.396.1                      
3PAR FC044X HBA Firmware         200A8                           
LSI 9300 HBA SAS Firmware        10.10.03                        
LSI 9400 HBA SAS Firmware        12.00.02                    
                                          

NOTE: When displaying the showversion command output from the SP, the CLI Client version is static in the SP code
and may differ from the output from any other system.

Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us improve the
documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When
submitting your feedback, include the document title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of
the document. For online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date located
on the legal notices page.
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